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Within recent years, the digital transformation of industries across the globe grew 
swifter and put traditional business processes at risk. Even the restaurant industry 
witnessed its share of the need for digital transformation. In that space, omnichannel 
ordering, referring to the ability to order across any channel and get food through 
any means, arose. Meanwhile, omnichannel ordering often centers on the concept of 
delivery, and the value digital ordering brings to the table.

Top statistics of restaurant delivery and digital ordering reveal up to 27% of diners will 
spend more for faster food delivery, and according to Gloria Food, 33% of customers 
are willing to and do spend more than $50 when ordering online. This significant rise 
amounts to more than double the typical $16-$30 order in a full-service restaurant, 
and the opportunities for adding long-term value to restaurants lies within increased 
use of digital food ordering.

To add value to your restaurant throughout the omnichannel growth, restaurateurs 
need to understand how digital capabilities add long-term value. Thus, this white 
paper will explore:

• The problems with traditional restaurant ordering and how failure to evolve 
ordering leads to lost customers. 

• Digital ordering benefits to restaurants, including the rise of ghost kitchens to 
meet growing demand, improved management of kitchen workflows, and higher 
average check sizes.

• The primary digital and omnichannel ordering capabilities available today. 

• Best practices for applying digital ordering to increase revenue and efficiency.

RESTAURATEURS NEED TO 
UNDERSTAND HOW DIGITAL 
CAPABILITIES ADD LONG-TERM VALUE

https://tacitcorporation.com/online-food-ordering-statistics/
https://www.gloriafood.com/online-food-delivery-statistics
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The Problem With Traditional Restaurant 
Ordering in the Omnichannel World

Some argue against the use of digital ordering, claiming it detracts from a brand’s 
specific value. In the pizza industry, delivery has always been a major fulfillment option, 
but in today’s world, even the pizza giants of the world have embraced online ordering. 
Online ordering is not just a domestic issue either. According to QSR Magazine:

“Clearly, the segment is growing. But here is another eye-opener: Per a report 

by wealth management and equity research firm UBS, it is estimated that 

global online food ordering will expand to $365 billion by 2030. That represents 

20 percent growth each year from the current $35 billion reality. As The NPD 

Group’s research showed, restaurant digital orders have grown at an annual pace 

of 23 percent since 2013 and will triple in volume by the end of 2020. Of those 

digital orders, 60 percent are through mobile apps. A restaurant’s app or website 

represents 70 percent of digital orders and the remaining come through third-

party apps or other types of apps or platforms.” 

With that in mind, the problems of traditional restaurant ordering by phone or in-
person are more severe. The restaurant industry has experienced a severe decline 
in average check sizes over decades. Customers do not want to spend extra time 
in restaurants. It is that simple. Society moved away from its basic expectations for 
a dining experience, and now, convenience is rapidly replacing dine-in and take-out 
restaurant ordering options. Today’s consumers are willing to pay more to avoid the 
hassle of leaving the home or work. How far exactly? To answer that question, look no 
further than a recent US Foods study.

60%
of digital orders 
are placed through 
mobile apps

23%
growth of 
restaurant digital 
orders since 2013

A restaurant’s app or 
website represents 70% 
of digital orders and the 
remaining come through 
third-party apps or other 
types of apps or platforms.

https://www.usfoods.com/our-services/business-trends/2019-food-delivery-statistics.html
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A 2019 study on food delivery found an astonishing fact. Most companies associated 
delivery with ordering food from far-away places. However, the convenience factor is 
much closer than many restaurateurs realize. Nearly 1/3 of restaurant-goers were still 
up for delivery over take-out even if the distance is less than half a mile. Moreover, 
the average shortest distance customers will still go for delivery above all else is 1.5 
miles. Of course, that opens a whole new level of problems and risks with traditional 
ordering, including an inability to offer any online ordering capability. In that space, 
third-party order aggregators came to power.

Traditional ordering options have changed slightly already. As companies looked to 
increase orders, third-party service providers took the leap to offer an app-based, 
tablet-exclusive order fulfillment option. 

In other words, any restaurant could tap the value without necessarily changing 
anything beyond simply taking orders from a tablet. It sounds great until restaurateurs 
realize the sheer workload and lack of real payback associated with these ordering 
capabilities. In fact, Tacit clients have given it a name—Tablet Hell.

“I say we’re in Tablet Hell for a couple of reasons. One reason the tablets 

themselves are a burden because you must make sure they are all turned on. You 

also must make sure that the app is activated. You know, sometimes overnight 

the iPad or the tablet will reboot or refresh itself, and then it will not restart itself 

automatically. Sometimes team members unplug it and steal the power cord to 

charge their phone or take it home, and so now you have an uncharged or missing 

tablet, which honestly happens more and more and more.”

Digital Food Ordering Adds Value to Restaurants 

Digital food ordering capabilities immediately adds value to restaurants. According 
to the US Foods study, an average person uses at least two food delivery apps three 
times per month. That amounts to six potential visits per month, and for restaurant 
struggling with customer retention and the ability to differentiate their brand from 
their competitors, six visits are far better than three. 

Of course, such a view avoids the perspective of branded ordering, relying on a 
restaurant’s website that does not leverage third-party services. Ultimately, today’s 
consumers are willing to wait for delivery, and they are willing to wait regardless of 
what channel it originates within. 
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Moreover, the implementation 
of digital food ordering 
capabilities directly increases 
profitability by giving customers 
an added sense of control and 
power in the experience.

Customers may review customized 
marketing messaging, taking advantage of 
the latest promotions and discounts offered 
by your restaurant. Another issue involves 
the delivery surcharge. Let us face the facts; 
every delivery will incur some fee. Customers 
realize this, and they are willing to place 
larger orders to further justify the delivery 
charge. 

Meanwhile, the convenience factor recurs, 
encouraging people that spend excess time 
together, ranging from friends to coworkers, 
leading to more combining of multiple orders 
into a larger check.

Restaurateurs still unconvinced of the power 
of online ordering should also look no further 
than another Tacit case study that realized an 
8.8% increase in average check sizes across 
10 weeks. 

TACITCORPORATION.COM
10
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In this high-and Burger chain, the restaurant also saw a net gain of 19% in total order 
growth rates. So, the effect is twofold-- higher average check sizes and almost 20% 
more orders than traditional ordering alone. Of course, this is a specific example, and 
for restaurants that have barely scratched the surface of online ordering, real-world 
benefits can be much more, says another Tacit client:

“You will see a higher check size. AND WE HAVE. We have seen just a pretty 

considerable check size lift when you compare our call-in orders to our online 

orders. The one big trend is that it is [digital ordering] growing. All the time it is 

growing, and it is kind of here to stay. It is on the up every month, every year. The 

percentage grows and the numbers grow.”

Available Digital Ordering Options That Add 
Value to Your Company

It is easy to talk about how digital ordering can add value to the restaurant, but 
some restaurateurs that have spent years in the industry may simply be unaware 
of available online ordering options. It is not a “you must work with this third-party 
company to survive” industry. Instead, restaurateurs can leverage multiple forms of 
digital ordering to add value. For example, consider these top ordering options.

1. Kiosks at the Counter and Table Side. Kiosks immediately put customers in control 
of ordering, and they eliminate the need for the customer’s use of a personal device. 
Combined with self-pay options, your staff spends less time working directly with 
customers and more time preparing food. That is a notable saving.

2. Third-Party Delivery. Third-party delivery is an option, and failure to use third-
party delivery will effectively leave customers out of your base. Fortunately, taking 
the initiative to work with third-party platforms and integrate your point of sale 
(POS) system with a third-party platform can eliminate the hassles of working with 
such parties and yield positive gains for all involved.

3. Branded Apps and Mobile Websites. Such capabilities put your brand first and still 
give your customers the option to order through your restaurant. In addition, some 
third-party services may offer a white-label delivery service for your restaurant. 
Examples of this exist across well-known brands, including Chili’s, Taco Bell, and 
even your favorite hotel room service restaurants.
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4. Social Media Ordering. Social media is a relatively new option for online food 
ordering, so it may take time to work out its details. Regardless, the same tips for 
integration, listed in the section below, will add value and enable this application 
and use case for online ordering as well.

Best Practices to Drive Efficiency and Growth of 
Online Ordering

During the restaurant revolution of today, organizations have an opportunity to 
dramatically increase efficiency within the restaurant and improve the growth of 
online ordering. However, failure to consider the full picture will result in added 
costs and lead to a negative return on investment (ROI). Thus, restaurateurs should 
follow these steps:

1. Recognize that third-party restaurant ordering platforms are only a portion 
of the top ways to enable online ordering. While third-party service partnerships 
can help, they are not your only option.

2. Be strategic and careful during your rollout of online ordering. As explained 
by Hospitality Tech, “delivery operations don’t scale overnight. Give yourself the 
time and resources to test and optimize delivery before rolling it out. Start with one 
region to test your new products, systems, and processes. Choose the region or 
area with your best people, preferably somewhere with medium density. This ideal 
setup allows you to test and refine your delivery operations under ideal conditions, 
working out the primary kinks before rolling it out to other areas with higher density 
or less optimal staffing.”

3. Eliminate the inefficiencies in manual order rekeying by using integration 
technologies, such as APIs, to connect seamlessly to third-party platforms. 
Integration via an API can leverage more data and help your organization understand 
your costs by channel and provide insights that allow operators to engage more 
with your customers and grow your average order volume and size. 

https://hospitalitytech.com/successful-restaurant-delivery-strategy-focuses-food-customer-experience
https://tacitcorporation.com/3rd-party-restaurant-aggregators/
https://tacitcorporation.com/3rd-party-restaurant-aggregators/
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4. Upgrade your POS to offer integrated ordering across all available channels. 
This must include kiosks, social media, call-in, browsers, mobile apps, and more. 
Never stop thinking and expanding ordering options. Period.

5. Use data to adjust the staff schedule to meet demand. Such insights also have 
a natural implication for improved inventory management, scalability of the dining 
and pickup areas, and more

6. Connect with customers after the fact, leveraging loyalty and rewards 
programs. Such programs are an opportunity to obtain feedback and continuously 
improve.

7. Use automated functions and analytics to gain insights into your online 
ordering strategy’s performance. As data grows, it requires additional storage 
and analysis, so a partner with an analytics’ solution should be a top priority as well.

rld. 

Leverage Technology to Grow Digital 
Ordering Now 

Digital ordering is not a passing trend. It is the new standard for successful restaurants, 
and those that fail to recognize its value will face uncertainty and even more trouble 
in standing apart from their competitors. Moreover, disruption risks always exist, and 
in time, the next disruption will inevitably occur. 

To future-proof restaurant operations and maximize the efficiency of your staff, start 
thinking about how your organization can implement a more diverse, workable, and 
successful online ordering strategy now. It is what your customers want. It is what 
you want. What are you waiting for? Embrace your future in digital food ordering by 
visiting Tacit online today. 

CHOOSE THE RIGHT PARTNER
Find out more about how your company can implement better, 

faster digital ordering solutions visiting Tacit online today.

https://tacitcorporation.com/contact/
https://tacitcorporation.com/contact/

